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BLACK
&

WHITE
by Nicole Kim

Timeless collection





At the very heart of the Camouflaged brand is our collection of exclusive,
unique and intricately woven fabrics, created in-house from the finest
yarns and textiles.  Behind the scenes is the tight-knit textiles team in our
atelier who share a passion for design and a devotion to the creativity of
our fabrics.  Our fabrics range from sheer silk organza tweed, metal chain
tweed and distressed tweed to pure silk, premium quality denim and fine 
leather. 

Our Creative Director, Nicole Kim, is driven by a passion to experiment
and she has taken the bold decision to apply these incredible fabrics to
street wear.





Our Black & White timeless collection showcases the distinct creative
talents of our design team and how they transform wardrobe staples
into standout items.  Central to the Camouflaged design goal is
creating a chic yet easy-to-wear, casual street style, fused from our
exclusive and top quality fabrics. That needle-like attention to detail
includes the shimmer in our yarns, the chains woven into our tweeds
and then applying it all to a range of contrasting textiles from fine
leather and denim to silk and our signature look of woven fabrics.



White silk tweed, hand woven with stripped silk organza.

Romantic Rebellion



















Black woven fabric with chain embellishment.







Black woven fabric with both matte and shiny yarns for a shimmering effect.















In black and white, woven with metal chains in the warp and weft.













White tweed cut into diamond shapes and hand sewn onto silk backing.



Intricately designed and precision crafted
cord tips and findings create alluring details for all of our pieces.Our premium denims are sourced from the worlds’ most exclusive denim mills.















At Camouflaged, we pride ourselves on our rebel spirit, our individualism and a distinct creativity that
ensures each creation is chic, edgy and infused with the most intricate details.  We offer unique street
wear and a casual look that works for both men and women, using exclusive textiles that we create in
our atelier and then transform into fashion that showcases our obsession for details and passion for 
fashion of the highest quality.







Denim short sleeve top
Denim shorts

Chain tweed hoodie
Chain tweed shorts

Chain tweed fanny pack

Tweed hooded vest
Silk organza jacket
 Chain tweed shorts
Chain tweed cuffs

Chain tweed jacket
Silk organza jacket
Chain tweed shorts

Chain tweed fanny pack

Chain tweed / organza hoodie
Chain tweed shorts

Tweed / denim crew neck
Denim shorts

Chain tweed hoodie
Cotton silk shorts

Silk organza  parka

Tweed hooded vest
Wool silk shorts

Chain tassel tweed top
Chain tassel tweed shorts
Chain tassel tweed cuffs

Lambskin jacket
Lambskin joggers

Tweed / lambskin jacket
Lambskin shorts

Lambskin accessories

Denim short sleeve top
Denim shorts

Herringbone denim hoodie
Lambskin shorts

Tweed / wool hoodie
Wool silk joggers

Lambskin accessories



Silk organza tweed parka

Tweed parka

Cotton silk jacket
Cotton silk sleeveless top

Cotton silk shorts

Chain tweed / denim
military jacket

Denim short sleeve top
Denim shorts

Chain tweed / denim hoodie
Denim joggers

Tweed / lambskin jacket
Lambskin shorts

Chain tweed hoodie
Chain tweed shorts

Chain tweed hoodie
Chain tweed joggers

Chain tweed / denim
military jacket

Denim short sleeve top
Denim shorts

Chain tweed / lambskin
crew neck

Lambskin shorts

Chain tweed jacket
Chain tweed joggers

Chain tweed hoodie
Chain tweed shorts

Chain tweed / lambskin parka
Chain tweed hoodie
Chain tweed joggers

Chain tweed / denim parka
Denim short sleeve top

Denim joggers
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